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Abstract

The best laid plans of robots and men often go awry. In dan-
gerous and uncertain environments initial plans must be re-
vised as robots fail, additional robots join the team, robots
discover inconsistencies in their model of the problem, etc.
Communication failures hamper this replanning. We intro-
duce fractured subteamsas a novel formalism for model-
ing breakdowns in communication. We present a hybrid ap-
proach that employs distributed coordination mechanisms to
provide robustness to these communication breakdowns and
exploits opportunistic centralization. By modeling the prob-
lem as a mixed integer linear programming problem, we are
able to apply constraint optimization techniques to efficiently
find optimal or near optimal solutions to the difficult class of
time critical tight coordination team planning problems. We
then demonstrate that explicitly reasoning about communica-
tion failures through the incorporation of selective disruption
minimization significantly improves team performance.

Introduction
Multirobot teams have many applications including search
and rescue (Nourbakhshet al. 2005), space exploration
(Schneideret al. 2005), gallery monitoring and security
sweeps (Kalra, Ferguson, & Stentz 2005). Time critical do-
mains such as search and rescue, where lives are at stake,
require careful consideration of plan efficiency. While some
domains consist entirely of tasks that may be independently
completed by individual robots permittingloose coordina-
tion, we are interested in the more challenging problem of
tight coordination(Dias et al. 2005) where robots must
work together to accomplish ajoint goal. This requires
robots to simultaneously solve the dualNP-hard schedul-
ing and task allocation problems with additional considera-
tion for path planning (Koes, Nourbakhsh, & Sycara 2006).

The resulting domain oftime critical tight coordination
team planning problemsare characterized by a set of robots
with heterogeneous capabilities seeking to accomplish a set
of joint goals with heterogeneous requirements. These goals
are distributed throughout some physical environment. Ad-
ditional system constraints may apply to robots, goals, or
resources in the problem. The objective is to maximize team
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utility by accomplishing goals while goal rewards decrease
over time. For teams of robots operating in physical environ-
ments, coordination inefficiencies may by magnified by the
spatial constraints inherent to the problem. The time needed
for robots to traverse the environment often dominates team
performance. Consequently, it is beneficial to generate an
optimal or near optimal plan at the start. In previous work
(Koes, Nourbakhsh, & Sycara 2006), (Koes, Nourbakhsh, &
Sycara 2005), we describe COCOA, a Constraint Optimiza-
tion Coordination Architecture, that maps this team planning
problem to a mixed integer linear programming problem and
then combines domain specific heuristics and standard inte-
ger programming algorithms to efficiently generate optimal
or near optimal plans.

Unfortunately, few domains are so benign that this orig-
inal plan can be successfully executed. As robots fail, new
robots join the team, goals are added and removed, etc., the
plan must be refined. Due to the physical nature of the en-
vironment, robots may not be in full communication at any
given time. Although communication failure is a common
phenomenon in multirobot coordination, models for these
communication breakdowns are relatively primitive. Mul-
tirobot coordination architectures that address the problem
assume any given message is lost with some uniform prob-
ability. A more accurate model for robots which frequently
have some limited range of communication is to model sub-
sets of the team with good local communication but little or
no communication between subsets. We introduce the termi-
nologyfractured subteamto refer to subsets of robots in the
original team that are able to communicate with each other,
directly or indirectly, but not with the rest of the team.

While the nature of tight coordination problems does not
easily allow robots to take advantage of distributed planning
(Dias et al. 2005), the fractures in the team make central-
ized planning infeasible forcing distributed replanning.We
describe a hybrid approach for coordination in which robots
within a fractured subteam replan centrally in order to effi-
ciently generate near optimal plans but each individual robot
is capable of independently responding to deviations in the
plan. Coordination within a fractured team is challenging
because the fractured subteams introduce a new dynamic
variable into the system which must be considered while re-
planning. Since other subteams are unaware of disturbances
within the system, care must be taken to minimize disruption



to the schedules of these other robots.
This paper has three main contributions. We formally

describe fractured subteams, a new model for communica-
tion failure in multirobot systems. We present a hybrid co-
ordination architecture capable of generating near optimal
plans yet robust to these communication failures. Finally,we
show that explicitly reasoning about communication failures
through selective disruption minimization may significantly
improve team performance.

Related work
Market-based algorithms are a popular approach for multi-
robot coordination and have been successfully demonstrated
in a variety of domains. A survey of the field (Diaset al.
2005) cites the lack of performance guarantees as one of the
biggest drawbacks to current market-based approaches and
suggests opportunistic centralization in future challenges.
Our coordination approach addresses both of these issues.
Dias et. al. (Diaset al. 2004) describe a market architec-
ture capable of handling partial malfunctions, robot death,
and communication failure by maintaining a model of tasks
held by teammates and reallocating tasks if the owner loses
a heartbeat. In contrast, the fractured subteam model ex-
pects certain communication failures, assumes that robots
currently out of communication will honor their commit-
ments, and explicitly minimizes changes to the plan that will
cause these commitments to fail while maximizing team per-
formance.

Token-based algorithms have been demonstrated in com-
plex domains including search and rescue (Scerriet al.
2005) and UAV coordination (Xuet al. 2005). These algo-
rithms have been shown empirically to perform well in large
scale teams. However, token-based algorithms fail to pro-
vide the performance guarantees necessary for time critical
domains as they do not consider path planning and separate
planning and scheduling, leading to inefficiencies. Existing
work has assumed perfect communication.

Pynadath and Tambe provide the COM-MTDP model for
reasoning about the cost of communication (Pynadath &
Tambe 2002) but do not explicitly model communication
failure. The COM-MTDP model does not apply to time crit-
ical team planning problems since it uses a Markov assump-
tion which does not immediately accommodate the time
varying rewards or temporal constraints in our formulation
of the problem.

Recent work in distributed constraint optimization
(DCOP), is promising and has been successfully applied to
meeting scheduling (Modi & Veloso 2004) and to the mul-
tiagent plan coordination problem (MPCP) (Cox, Durfee,
& Bartold 2005). However, MPCPs require loose rather
than tight coordination. Existing DCOP algorithms ADOPT
(Modi et al. 2003) and OptAPO (Mailler & Lesser 2004)
lack support for real valued variables and so are insufficient
for our problem formulation.

Background
We are interested in the time critical tight coordination team
planning problem which is applicable in challenging do-

mains such as search and rescue. The problem and a cen-
tralized solution are described in our previous work (Koes,
Nourbakhsh, & Sycara 2005), (Koes, Nourbakhsh, & Sycara
2006) but are briefly described here for completeness.

Problem Statement
Before robots set out to accomplish goals, they need to for-
mulate a team plan. The first step in this process is for the
robots to agree on a belief of the current state of the world
or the problem.

DEFINITION 1. A time critical tight coordination team
planning problem is denoted byρ and consists of a five-
tuple, 〈R,G, E, C, Tmax〉 whereR = {R1, R2, ..., RN} is
the set of robots on the team,G = {G1, G2, ..., GM} is the
set of goals to be accomplished,E is the robots’ represen-
tation of the physical environment,C is the set of additional
constraints on the system, andTmax is the time limit for
achieving the goals. Internal to this representation is theas-
sumption that there exists a set ofK capabilities relevant to
the completion of the set of goals. Each robot is character-
ized by its current position and a set of binary capabilitiesit
possesses. Each goal is similarly characterized by its loca-
tion in the environment, the capabilities required to achieve
the goal, the expected time required to achieve the goal, and
the reward which we assume decreases over time to 0 at time
Tmax.

The system constraints,C, may include temporal order
constraints on the goals, constraints on shared resources,or
constraints on the assignments of robots to goals. We de-
scribe a first order constraint language for combining goal,
robot, and resource constraints in (Koes, Nourbakhsh, &
Sycara 2006).

While the problem formulation imposes no constraints on
the representation of the environment as long as robots can
perform path planning in it, we find it useful to discretize
the environment and represent it as a graph with nodes and
edges which allows path planning using standard graph al-
gorithms. Another possibility is to use an occupancy grid
representation and applyD∗ search (Diaset al. 2004).

The solution to the problem described above is called the
team planthough it considers not only the allocation of
robots to goals but also the schedule of when each goal is
to be accomplished. In order to preserve the semantics of
the original problem while maintaining a level of abstraction
suitable for a robot with a typical three-tiered architecture,
for example (Nourbakhshet al. 2005), we define a team plan
as a set oftightly coupled schedulescontaining one schedule
for each robot. We preserve the original problem semantics
through the goal oriented representation shown in figure 1.

DEFINITION 2. A tightly coupled schedule represents the
commitments of an individual robot,Rn to the team and
consists of a set of steps,SRn = {S1, S2, ...Sω}. Each step
is defined asSi = 〈Gi, P, Tstart, Ttravel, Twait, Twork,D〉
whereGi is the goal that the robot works on during stepi,
P is the path the robot plans to take to get to the goal,Tstart

is the time at which it begins the step,Ttravel is the time
allocated to traverse pathP , Twait is the time spent waiting
for the other robots working on the joint goal to arrive,Twork



Figure 1: A team plan consists of the tightly coupled schedules from all robots in the team. The tightly coupled schedulesfor
robots 1, 2, andn are illustrated above. All robots have three steps in their schedule so the planning horizon,ω = 3. Each step
contains〈Gi, P, Tstart, Ttravel, Twait, Twork,D〉, whereGi is the goal the robot will work on during this step,P is the path the
robot traverses to get to the goal (not shown here),Tstart is the time at which the step begins,Ttravel is the time traveling to the
goal,Twait is the time waiting for other robots,Twork is the time working on the goal, andD are the coordination commitments
for the step. Inter-robot coordination commitments are illustrated with arrows.

is the amount of time allocated to achieving the goal, andD
contains the coordination commitments for this step.

Coordination commitments explicitly represent the re-
quirements of the robot for this goal. An example coordi-
nation commitment might be to provide capability 1 in or-
der to achieve goali. If another robot has the coordination
commitment of providing capability 2 for goali, an inter-
robot coordination commitment exists. Coordination com-
mitments signify not onlywhat the robot must do butwhy
it is important.

The number of steps in a robot’s schedule is theplanning
horizon, denotedω. It is possible for different robots to have
different planning horizons. It is also possible for robotsto
have no goal to work on during the later steps in which case
the goal may be theidle goal.

DEFINITION 3. A team plan consists of the set of tightly
coupled schedules for all robots on the team,
T = {SR1 ,SR2 , ...SRn}.

A sample team plan is illustrated in figure 1.

COCoA
We have developed COCOA, a Constraint Optimization Co-
ordination Architecture, capable of finding efficient solu-
tions to the time critical team planning problem as described
above. The problem is modeled as a constraint optimization
problem, specifically a mixed integer linear programming
(MILP) problem. Although the problem isNP-hard, mod-
eling it as an MILP allows us to take advantage of state of
the art advanced linear programming and mixed integer pro-
gramming algorithms such as those provided by the com-
mercial solver, CPLEX (ILO 2004).

There are three key enabling ideas behind COCOA. First,
since path planning is typically inefficient in ILP solvers,we
leverage the goal oriented nature of the team planning prob-
lem and preprocess all pairs shortest paths between goals

using the Floyd-Warshall algorithmO(n3) (Cormen, Leis-
erson, & Rivest 1990). Second, in order to create a problem
that is linear, we model goal rewards as decreasing linearly
with time. Although there are multiple ways to model time
varying rewards, we assume that at the time limit,Tmax, all
rewards are 0. Finally, we use a continuous time model to
efficiently represent the scheduling problem.

The details of a basic problem formulation
uses a mix of binary and real valued variables.
We create scheduling variables for each element,
〈Gi, P, Tstart, Ttravel, Twait, Twork,D〉, for each step
in the tightly coupled schedule for each robot.

Additionally, we use goal variables to represent overall
team performance. Goals and robots are denoted with su-
perscripts while subscripts denote a variable in the MILP
problem formulation that points to the goal or robot. There-
fore, Gm is the binary variable used to denote whether or
not goalGm is scheduled andRnGm is the binary variable
that indicates whether or not robotRn works on goalGm.

Finally, our problem formulation includes linking vari-
ables to tie the scheduling and goal variables together. The
constraints that ensure a legal solution are discussed in
(Koes, Nourbakhsh, & Sycara 2005).

The objective function maximized is the sum the reward
functions from all tasks accomplished evaluated at the time
at which they were accomplished (captured by the variable
Gm start∗ which is equal toTmax if the goal is unsched-
uled). As discussed previously, we model rewards as de-
creasing linearly with time to 0 at the time limitTmax re-
sulting in the following objective function:

Maximize :
∑

m s.t. Gm∈G

Tmax−Gm start∗

Tmax
Qm

The resulting MILP can be solved using well established
algorithms (ILO 2004). Incorporating domain knowledge



through heuristics further improves performance. We de-
scribe an anytime algorithm for time critical tight coordi-
nation team planning problems in detail in previous work
(Koes, Nourbakhsh, & Sycara 2006).

Modeling communication failures with
fractured subteams

The necessity of graceful degradation of performance in the
face of communication failures is acknowledged by the mul-
tirobot community (Diaset al. 2005). However, many co-
ordination systems assume perfect communication between
team members. Those systems that do analyze communica-
tion failure assume that an arbitrary message will fail with
a uniform probability. This model fails to capture the true
nature of communication breakdowns in multirobot teams.

Robots generally depend on peer to peer or ad hoc wire-
less RF networks for communication. Work in the network-
ing community (Bahl & Padmanabhan 2000), (Rodoplu &
Meng 1999) indicates that the signal strength between two
robots varies according to1

dn whered is the distance be-
tween the robots andn is the path loss exponent that is de-
pendent on the environment. Therefore, the ability of two
robots to communicate varies depending on their proxim-
ity and environmental factors. Since robot communication
is frequently based on TCP which is a reliable protocol,
dropped packets are relatively unimportant. If robots are
sufficiently close, they will be able to communicate reliably
and otherwise they will be unable to communicate at all.

The networking community has extensively analyzed
communication through message relays in connected and
disconnected ad hoc networks (Rodoplu & Meng 1999).
However, these models have not yet been applied to com-
munication in the multirobot coordination domain. We in-
troduce the formalism offractured subteamswhich captures
the elements important for multirobot planning while ab-
stracting away the mechanics of the ad hoc network:

DEFINITION 4. A fractured subteam consists of a set of
robotsRF ⊆ R that

1. Jointly believe in a common problem,
ρF = 〈R,G, E, C, Tmax〉

2. Share a team planTF = {SR1 ,SR2 , ...SRn}
3. Share abelief evolution model,B, defined in definition 4.2
4. Are able to communicate with each other through transi-

tive closure
5. Are unable to communicate with any robot not inRF

DEFINITION 5. A belief evolution model, denotedB, con-
sists of the set of tuples each containing a time critical
tight coordination team planning problem, a team plan, and
the set of robots known to have shared this model:B =
{〈ρ0, T0,R〉, 〈ρ1, T2,RFi

〉, ...〈ρn, Tn,RFj
〉} Since we as-

sume that all robots start with a common problem and team
plan, all robots’ belief evolution models contain a common
element.

It follows from this definition that a robot always belongs
to exactly one fractured subteam. A simple example of how
a team may be partitioned into fractured subteams based on
the topology of the environment is shown in figure 2 where

R: Robot added
removed
incapacitated
capability added
capability removed

G: Goal added
removed
requirement added
requirement removed
reward increased
reward decreased
duration increased
duration decreased

E: Environment path cost shortened
lengthened

C: System constraint added
removed

Tmax: Time limit shortened
extended

Table 1: Replanning catalysts are divided into categories
based on on our definition of a time critical tight coordi-
nation team planning problem (Definition 3.1)

robots 1 and 2 belong to one fractured subteam and robots
3, 4 and 5 belong to a second fractured subteam. If robot
2 crossed into node[1, 3], it would become part of the sec-
ond fractured subteam and would have to merge its problem
and team plan with robots 3, 4 and 5. The beliefs and plan
of robot 1 would remain unchanged. Fractured subteams
are themselves another variable in the system which must
be considered while replanning. At the same time, fractured
subteams force distributed replanning.

Coordination across Fractured Subteams
As robots seek to execute their team plan in dangerous and
uncertain environments, they may discover that the problem
and environment which they encounter does not match the
problem for which they planned. If this occurs, they must
refine their model of the problem and replan. There are two
main challenges in replanning. First, since robots are oper-
ating in time sensitive domains, the replanning must be per-
formed quickly since planning itself delays execution. The
second problem arises when failures in communication pre-
vent the refined problem and solution from being dissemi-
nated to all team members resulting in inconsistencies. Be-
fore addressing our solution to these challenges, we identify
the set of replanning catalysts or discoveries that necessitate
replanning based as shown in table 1.

The discovery of replanning catalysts is beyond the scope
of this paper but is covered in part in other work (Diaset al.
2005).

We extend COCOA from a purely centralized solver to
a hybrid architecture. This hybrid architecture employs op-
portunistic centralization but is fundamentally distributed in
that each fractured subteam is unable to communicate with
other fractured subteams requiring distributed replanning.
Each fractured subteam maintains its own knowledge from
all previous subteams encountered which it uses for this re-



Figure 2: Abstract simulator with small example problem. Robots are illustrated as triangles and fractured subteams are
illustrated by bounding boxes.

A: Communication failures result in 3
fractured subteams

B: Robot 4 in fractured subteam 3 is disabled
resulting in replanning.

C: Robot 3 moves from fractured subteam 3
to 2 resulting in a merge and the
dissemination of robot 4’s failure.

D: Fractured subteam 1 is informed of a new
goal and replans.

E: Robot 2 moves from fractured subteam
2 to 1; the merge requires replanning.

Figure 3: Example splitting and merging of fractured subteams. Rounded boxes indicate fractured subteams while triangles
indicate robots. The belief evolution models for each subteam are shown with the robots for that model indicated as a range
(i.e. 〈ρ0, T0, 1 − 5〉 indicates robots 1-5 (R1, R2, R3, R4, R5) shared the initial problemρ0 and team planT0).

planning.
This extension to COCOA has three main components.

First, we have extended the architecture itself beyond the
master-slave model embedded in the centralized architec-
ture. Next, we provide mechanisms for distributed fractured
subteams with independent beliefs and plans to split and
merge. The final key to our successful hybrid architecture is
that we explicitly reason about communication failure and
fractured subteam composition during the opportunistically
centralized replanning.

Robustness through redundancy
Since COCOA was designed to be a centralized planner,
only a single robot was required to possess the planning ca-
pabilities and complete problem and team plan. Other than
this centralized planning robot, robots required only their
individual tightly coupled schedule. In the distributed ver-
sion of COCOA, each robot possesses full planning capa-

bilities and a copy of the complete problem and team plan.
The increase in communication cost is marginal if informa-
tion is broadcast. When a replanning catalyst is discovered,
the architecture leverages the nature of a fractured subteam
for opportunistic centralization. A robot from that fractured
subteam is elected to replan and broadcast the results to the
subteam.

Dynamic fractured subteam formation
Although the replanning is locally centralized, COCOA is
distributed with respect to the individual fractured subteams.
Each fractured subteam maintains its own problem and team
plan. Each robot carries with it the complete knowledge
of the fractured subteam to which it belongs. When robots
from two fractured subteams are merged into a single frac-
tured subteam, their problems and team plans must likewise
be merged. Merging different beliefs is a deep research
problem that we intend to address in more detail in future



Figure 4: Sample commitment graph. Robot coordination
commitments are omitted on the edges for clarity.

work. Presently, we use a simple approach for merging two
fractured subteams,F1 andF2 described below:

1. If the currently held problem and team plan ofF1 match
the currently held problem and team plan ofF2, no
changes need to be made. The membership of the new
fractured subteam is set to the union of the membership
of F1 andF2.

2. If the currently held problem and team plan ofF1 match a
state in the belief evolution model ofF2 and the team plan
of F2 is valid given the current status of the members of
F1 andF2, all members of the merged fractured subteam
adopt the problem, team plan, and belief evolution model
of F2 (timestep C in figure 3).

3. By symmetry, the previous rule applies if the currently
held problem and team plan ofF2 match a state in the
belief evolution model ofF1.

4. If none of the above hold, create a new problem by merg-
ing the last common state in the belief evolution models of
F1 andF2 with the differences between the common state
and the problem ofF1, the differences between the com-
mon state and the problem ofF2, and the current status
of the members of the merged fractured subteam. Gener-
ate a new team plan to the resulting problem. Update the
belief evolution model of the merged fractured subteam
to include the union of the belief evolution models forF1

andF2.

The merge process is illustrated on a sample problem in
figure 3. The process of splitting a single fractured subteam
into multiple fractured subteams is likewise illustrated in fig-
ure 3 and is much simpler than the merge process. Each new
fractured subteam maintains its problem, team plan, and be-
lief evolution model.

Replanning with Selective Disruption Minimization
While full replanning works well in perfect communication,
it tends to perform poorly with fractured subteams. To il-
lustrate this problem, consider a simple example with three
robots. Robots 1 and 2 form one fractured subteam while
robot 3 is in a second fractured subteam. In the original

Algorithm 1 Build commitment graph (figure 4)

1: for all GoalsGm
∈ G such thatisScheduled(Gm) do

2: Add goal node to graph
3: end for
4: for all RobotsRn

∈ R do
5: Add robot node to graph
6: SRn = last known schedule forRn in belief evolution

model
7: for all Steps in this robot’s schedule,Si ∈ SRn do
8: Add edge with robot coordination commitments,D, of

Si from robot node to goalGi

9: end for
10: end for
11: for all Temporal goal constraintsCj ∈ C do
12: Add edgeCj between constrained goal nodes
13: end for

plan, robot 2 was to perform a certain goal. Before robot 2
was able to complete the goal, it suffers a breakdown. Robot
1 observes this and replans. If robot 3 is closer to the goal
than robot 1, the goal will be allocated to robot 3 while robot
1 remains idle. The problem arises because robot 3 is out
of communication and unaware of its new commitment. If
robot 1 had considered the communication failure while re-
planning, system performance would have been significantly
better even though allocating robot 1 to the goal is subopti-
mal by our original objective function.

We explicitly reason about communication failure and
fractured subteam composition during replanning and pre-
fer solutions that only change the commitments of robots in
the fractured subteam. The changes in coordination com-
mitments are known asdisruption(Bartold & Durfee 2003).
Our approach is inspired by Bartold and Durfee’s work for
disruption minimization for a specific class of multiagent co-
ordination problems based on weighting changes to blocking
and synchronization commitments. Since the commitments
in the time critical tight coordination team planning problem
are significantly different than the multiagent coordination
problem in (Bartold & Durfee 2003), we have developed our
own metrics for measuring disruption.

Before quantifying change, we must first establish coor-
dination commitments. In general, every goal assigned to a
robot represents a commitment to the team. However, not
all changes to commitments are undesirable. If a robot is
in the fractured subteam and aware of the replanning cata-
lyst, some changes in the robot’s schedule are advantageous
as they increase system performance. Since the problem is
tightly coupled, distinguishing between commitments that
should be preserved and those that may be modified is chal-
lenging. We usecommitment graphsdescribed in Algo-
rithm 1 and shown in figure 4 to determine where disrup-
tion should be minimized. Note that at this time we only
consider disruption of temporal goal constraints (based on
Allen’s 13 temporal relationships (Allen 1983)) and do not
model disruption of resource or robot constraints.

One of the advantages of the MILP problem formulation
in COCOA is the relative ease in combining multiple ob-
jective functions. We selectively minimize disruption by
adding a cost function. There are several possible cost func-



tions. We penalize near term changes more than long term
changes since there is a higher probability that changes in
the plan will be discovered in time for the robots to respond
if the change is sufficiently far in the future. We then define
our disruption minimization objective function as follows:

Minimize :
∑

m s.t. Gm∈G

(Cost(Gm) +
∑

n s.t. Rn∈R

Cost(Rn, Gm))

The cost function for each goalCost(Gm) is dependent
upon the robots allocated to the goal represented by the
commitment graph, the original time at which the goal was
scheduled,oldT ime, the new time at which the goal is to be
scheduled (a variable in the MILP),newT ime, and the sys-
tem time when replanning,replanT ime. The cost function
for the goal can be constructed based on the following rules:

1. If Gm contains no edges between it and robots not in the
subteam and the set of goal nodes reachable from goal
nodeGm contain no edges between them and robots not
in the subteam, the cost is 0 (Goal 1 in figure 4).

2. If Gm is not scheduled and so has no node in the commit-
ment graph, the cost is 0.

3. If Gm contains no edges between it and robots not in the
subteam but is reachable from goal nodes with these links,
the cost must be formulated to match the temporal goal
constraints. Due to space constraints, we are unable to
cover this topic in detail. Intuitively, however, the cost
must match the nature of the constraint. In the example in
figure 4, scheduling goal 2 earlier than 5:00 would have
no penalty while scheduling it later would incur a penalty
of

α
G2 start − 5 : 00

Tmax

4. If Gm has edges linking it to nodes of robots not in the
fractured subteam (goals 3 and 4 in figure 4) then if the
old start time equals the new start time, the cost is 0. If
the goal is cancelled, the cost is a constant:

αcancel(1 −
oldT ime− replanT ime

Tmax − replanT ime
)

Otherwise the cost equals

αinsert(1 −
newT ime− replanT ime

Tmax − replanT ime
)

The cost function for each robotCost(Rn, Gm) can sim-
ilarly be constructed by following simple rules:

1. If Rn is a member of the fractured subteam the cost is 0.
2. If Rn is not a member of the fractured subteam and is not

currently allocated toGm (independent of whether or not
Gm is allocated), the cost is depends on whether the task
is scheduled in the near term or long term:

βinsert(1 −
newT ime− replanT ime

Tmax − replanT ime
)

3. If Rn is not a member of the fractured subteam but is
currently allocated toGm, the cost is 0 if the new time is
the same as the previous time andRn is still assigned to

Figure 5: Comparison of no replanning, full replanning, and
replanning with selective disruption minimization on a sam-
ple environment with 5 robots and 10 goals. One robot was
disabled at an early randomly selected time. Strategies for
replanning includeno replanning, full replanning, andse-
lective disruption minimization(SDM).

the goal. IfRn is not assigned toGm in the new plan, the
cost is a constant:

βcancel(1 −
oldT ime − replanT ime

Tmax − replanT ime
)

Otherwise the cost is determined by:

βcancel(1 − oldT ime−replanTime

Tmax−replanTime
)+

βinsert(1 − newTime−replanTime

Tmax−replanTime
)

The constantsα andβ may be tuned depending on the
desired emphasis.

The new objective function can be combined with the ex-
isting objective function:

Maximize :
∑

m s.t. Gm∈G

Tmax−Gm start∗

Tmax
Qm−

∑

m s.t. Gm∈G

(Cost(Gm) +
∑

n s.t. Rn∈R

Cost(Rn, Gm))

Evaluation
We conducted experiments to analyze the effect of fractured
subteams on system performance. We used an abstract sim-
ulator (figure 2) with a randomly generated environment,
5 robots, and 10 goals. The environments are randomly
partitioned into various blackout zones which impose the
communication limitations, resulting in a set of fractured
subteams. The number of fractured subteams is dependent
on the topology of the environment and the composition
of these subteams changes as robots traverse the environ-
ment.As an starting point for understanding the effect of
communication breakdown on performance, we conducted
a simple set of experiments in which one robot in the team
was randomly disabled at some random time early in the
plan.



We compared three different replanning strategies. In the
first strategy,no replanning, robots attempt to execute their
original tightly coupled schedules despite knowledge that
the problem is out of date. A second possible strategy is
full replanningin which robots replan without consideration
of communication failure or fractured subteam composition.
Inefficiencies may arise since some robots on the team are
unaware of the new team plan. The final strategy we con-
sider isreplanning with selective disruption minimization.
The results vary depending on the topology of the environ-
ment. The results for a single typical environment are shown
in figure 5. As expected, no replanning performs relatively
poorly since the tasks assigned to the disabled robot are
never accomplished. If the communication failures are min-
imal, full replanning outperforms the no replanning strat-
egy, but as violations of the implicit assumption of full com-
munication in the full replanning strategy increase, full re-
planning actually decreases team performance. Finally, by
applying selective disruption minimization, we see that the
degradation of performance with communication failure is
significantly improved.

Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we introduced fractured subteams as a gen-
eral team coordination model for communication failure in
multirobot systems and in particular for tightly coordinated
robot teams in time critical domains. We presented a coor-
dination architecture that is distributed with respect to the
fractured subteams but centralized with respect to the mem-
bers of an individual subteam. Our planner explicitly rea-
sons about the communication failure and the makeup of the
fractured subteam during replanning and uses this informa-
tion to selectively minimize disruption. While the results
presented in this paper validate our assertion that reasoning
about communication failure while replanning can improve
performance, further experimentation in necessary to fully
characterize this relationship. Our future work includes an-
alyzing the impact of selective disruption minimization on
other types of replanning catalysts besides robot failure and
to determine the effect of disruption minimization parame-
ters on system performance.

The work here touches on but does not explore several
deep problems including failure detection, agent commu-
nication, and maintenance of shared beliefs. We also plan
to investigate more sophisticated algorithms for merging
fractured subteams, incorporation of additional system con-
straints into distributed replanning, and generating plans that
are robust to failures.
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